
Overview
This project funds a government-accredited school, a capacity building
program for men and maternal health care and clinics for women and
children, all in one slum area in Indore, India. The school provides
quality affordable education, delivered in English in an accessible
location to slum children who would otherwise not attend school. 60-
80 families have been living in this area for 25 years but still lack basic
infrastructure and services. Mobile clinics provide much needed health
and hygiene education and medical care for the community. Our
partner is responding to the local families’ desires to pull themselves
out of poverty through economic empowerment.

Golu Giri, a student in the slum
community, was getting
increasingly stressed about his
looming 10th grade school
exams due to the upheaval and
anxiety caused by the
pandemic. Our partner’s
teaching and project staff were
able to encourage and guide
him well through the exam
preparation, regularly visiting
him and monitoring his
progress. He was so relieved
and excited to get through with
excellent results, scoring
83.33% and passing with
distinction. Golu is very happy
to have completed 10th grade
and grateful for the support he
received from the project.

children
received
on-line
education 
The devastating second COVID-19 wave severely
hampered even on-line classes, however staff connected
with families by occasional visits and phone conversations
wherever possible and by ensuring they are well equipped.

Health
&
Medical
Camps

have again been delayed by lockdown restrictions,
however our partners maintain a regular presence in the
community with follow-up health services and COVID-19
awareness raising.

Hand
carts
were
given
to
15
men
and continue to provide much needed income through small
businesses (vegetables stalls, scrap collection, eateries).
While it's difficult for businesses to really thrive at present they
are at least bringing some financial stability and future hope. 

Clothing distribution to children has continued to ease the
financial burden on families, relieving them of one less expense.
Strategic planning is challenging in the midst of pandemic
uncertainty, but our partners are working hard to move ahead with
planned activities to build financial resilience during difficult times,
such as goat farming and self-help group formation.
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Dry
ration
distribution
to
490
in
the
community
India's deadly second wave has further impacted the
community, less in terms of COVID infections (thankfully
they were largely spared this) and more in terms of financial
pressures. 490 men, women and children have benefitted
from dry rations and some occasional cooked meals.
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